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A Toolset for the Analysis and Optimization of Motion Estimation Algorithms and Processors
Overview

• Motion estimation takes time, full search expensive for HD.
• Flexible reconfigurable processor.
• IDE to design and test algorithms.
• Toolset to configure the processor.
Saving time

- Motion estimation takes processor time.
- The design space to explore is large.
- Configuring the ME processor takes developer times.
The reconfigurable processor

- Advanced features such as rate distortion optimization using Lagrangian techniques.
- Multiple motion vector candidates allowed.
- Multiple sub-partition sizes allowed.
- Multiple reference frames allowed.
- Can do fractional pel motion estimation that can be used for the H.264 standard.
Simple and complex configurations

**Simple (1 integer pel unit)**

**Complex (4 int. pel units, 1 frac. pel unit, Lagrangian optimizer)**
## Processor performance and complexity evaluation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Processor Configuration</th>
<th>Speed (cycles/MB, frames/second)</th>
<th>FPGA size (LUTs, slices)</th>
<th>Memory (BRAMS)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Base configuration (1 integer-pel execution unit)</td>
<td>625 cycles/MB, 39 fps</td>
<td>2289 LUTs, 1300 slices</td>
<td>21 BRAMS (2 ref. areas, 112×128 pixels)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complex configuration (4 integer-pel execution units)</td>
<td>234 cycles/MB, 104 fps</td>
<td>7074 LUTs, 3703 slices</td>
<td>72 BRAMS (2 ref. areas, 112×128 pixels)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Video sequence:** 1080p *crowdrun* from SVT HD multi format test set  
**FPGA part:** Virtex-4 SX35, 200 MHz clock frequency  
**Algorithm:** 6-point hexagonal search (up to 8 steps), then 8-point square
Designing block-matching algorithms

• Estimo C: high-level language for search algorithms.
• Compiler targets the reconfigurable processor.
• No need to know how hardware works.
• Compiled program works across all configurations.

```c
s = 8; // initial step size
check(0, 0);
check(0, s);
check(0, -s);
check(s, 0);
check(-s, 0);
update;
do {
    s = s / 2;
    for (i = 1 to 5 step 1) {
        check(0, s);
        check(0, -s);
        check(s, 0);
        check(-s, 0);
        update;
        #if (WINID == 0)
            #break;
        }
    } while (s > 1);
for (x = -0.5 to 0.5 step 0.25)
    for (y = -0.5 to 0.5 step 0.25)
        check(x, y);
update;
```
Cycle-accurate simulator

- Analysing processor configurations on hardware takes time.
- Using simulator, no need for synthesizing hardware and configuring board.
- No hardware required for evaluation of processor.
The IDE
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Summary

- Programmable and configurable processor supports HD motion estimation (supports H.264, MPEG-4, MPEG-2, VC-1, AVS).
- Motion Estimation Processor: http://www.opencores.org/
- Estimo C compiler for easy development of proprietary block-matching algorithms.
- FPGA-based PCI demonstration board available.
- Cycle-accurate simulator for quick evaluation and design space exploration.
- SharpEye IDE: http://sharpeye.borelspace.com/